Gautrain Product Usage

Weekly Product

Meet Jim. Jim travels daily between the same two stations (Pretoria and Midrand). Jim knows that by purchasing a Weekly Product he can save up to 7% on his daily commuting costs.

Standard Travel

Jim is able to use the 10 single trips available on his Product between the two pre-selected stations, travelling in any direction (Pretoria to Midrand, or Midrand to Pretoria). As long as he uses his 10 train trips within 10 days from the first time that he used his Product, he can use these trips as he chooses. Even if that choice is to use all 10 trips in one day.

Over-Travel

If Jim travels from either Midrand to Hatfield or Pretoria to Marlboro (or any further station), this is considered as over-travel. In this instance, one trip will be deducted from the Product and the balance of the trip will be deducted from the available pay-as-you-go value.

Under-Travel

If Jim were to travel a distance shorter than his stipulated travel on the Product, this would be considered under-travel. This will result in a single trip being deducted from the Product.

Outer-Travel

All trips that Jim travels on the Gautrain that do not begin or end at either of his pre-selected stations, will be deducted entirely from available pay-as-you-go value.